
 

"jilla vijay full movie in tamil hd 1080p" is an action film written and directed by siva karthikeyan. the film features vijay, prabhu deva, sruthi raj and parvathy menon as lead roles. the film was released on 12 january 2015 to coincide with mongolian new year as a tribute to chennai's chettinad community. the title of the movie "jilla" means region in malayalam language and reflects its theme of
uniting people from all parts of Tamil Nadu. The film won the National Film Award for Best Feature Film in Tamil at the 45th National Film Awards. The film also won two awards at 4th Vijay Awards; Best Debut Director and the Special Jury award for Prabhu Deva. The songs and background score of "jilla vijay full movie in tamil hd 1080p" were composed by D. Imman & M. S. Viswanathan
with lyrics penned by Vaali, Na. Muthukumar, Vaibhav Jayaraman, Vairamuthu, Madhan Karky, Madhan Karky , Parvathy Mani, Madhan Karky ,Kalyani Malik . The film's soundtrack is composed by D. Imman and M. S. Viswanathan. The lyrics were written by Vaali, Na. Muthukumar, Vaibhav Jayaraman, Vairamuthu, Madhan Karky , Madhan Karky ,Kalyani Malik . The album was released on 2
December 2014 in India through Sony Music India and also in Japan through Sony Music Japan on 20 January 2015. The song "Sarvanukku Sona" from the film is set to be a new year's anthem. The movie released on 12th of Jan, 2015 to coincide with the day of Deepavali in Tamil Nadu. The Malayalam version of this movie was also released on 23 Jan, 2015. Nandi Awards: Satellite Awards: How
Siva Komal made a debut film with a story line based on Karthik's life came as a surprise to many people. It is said that director Siva was inspired by Karthik's fight with the Tamil Nadu Cricket Association. But what was more interesting was why he chose Karthik to play the lead role in his debut film. For this, Siva Komal has the answer. "When I heard that there were some issues between you
(Karthik) and TNCA, I wanted to tell your story", says Siva Komal to Karthik. "This is because whatever happens in your life doesn't affect you much; it affects people around you." That's how 'Jilla' came about. Karthik plays a local goon for whom cricket is like his religion.
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